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hey there
So before we dive in, I need to check in with you...

scratch that. You need to check in with you. If we are

going to be playing with pain, physical or emotional,

whether for therapeutic, spiritual or sexual reasons, it's

incredibly important that we are clear with ourselves

about our intention and current emotional state. 

Pain is an amplifier. Some pain in life is unavoidable,

other pain we choose. But no matter where it comes

from, it amplifies our state of being and inner belief

systems we hold. Those with a strong, kind relationship

with themselves, who nurture skills like resiliency,

compassion and optimism, are strengthened by pain.

If you're not in that place yet (that's completely okay),

but I'd suggest you hold off on a masochistic practice for

the moment. You may just need tenderness for now. 



but for those ready
to walk into the fire

Welcome...

you're not alone here.

Choosing to retain your masochistic nature after any sort of

healing, recovery or growth journey can be quite confusing

and isolating. Society tells us there are certain standards  for

what "happy and healthy" looks like. Those who reach it seem

drawn towards the light and likely don't fantasize about pain

or violence. 

We may be different, but we're not sick, broken or wrong.

Contrary to popular, or even psychiatric belief. We can

integrate all parts of ourselves with self-acceptance & love.

I won't box this in as a strictly "spiritual" approach, as that

doesn't click for everyone. But it is a holistic, wholehearted

human approach. One that gives us the freedom to be as

dark as wish - safely, moderately and always with love.



let's talk self-harm
Whether you choose to play with pain in a sexual context

or not, most of us masochists have dabbled with self-

harm or heavily thought about it. So where is the line

between a societally-acceptable fetish and toxic self

abuse, if there is a difference at all?

Some people may disagree, but I believe firmly that

while I'm in this life, in this body, it is my decision to

interact with it however feels best to me. We all have

vices that might not serve our health 24/7 or would be

considered painful by some, whether that's drinking,

smoking, even getting tattoos or eating sugar.

So, if we instead prefer bruising, burning/wax play,

*safe* cutting or self-flagellation, why are those any

worse? I don't believe they are inherently. 

Tips on safe, creative masochistic practices are hard to

come by, especially beyond the bedroom, so hopefully

this guide will offer you a place to start.



controversial love 
The concept of embracing and claiming our right to

experience pain in intentional and playful methods is

understandably confusing and triggering for some folk. But

that does not negate the underlying truth that pain, similar

to money, is nothing but an energy available to us here on

earth. We choose how we engage with it, how we perceive

it, and therefor how it responds back to us. 

There is nothing inherently bad or good about pain, it is just

a medium for experience, a path to growth or destruction in

equal measure. It's our choice which way to walk.

I like to see masochism as a currently misunderstood secret

weapon. An innate wisdom and superpower that we came

into this life with, or that we developed through getting

deeply personal with pain. It allows us to understand that

through pain we can access pleasure, that we can find

beauty in everything, not just what lives in the light. It

teaches us to soften, surrender, trust and bounce back

stronger than we were before. 



As we reframe our perspective on our masochistic nature

and grant ourselves permission to explore this side of

ourselves with safety, love and compassion, the more we

instruct the universe to send us people and experiences who

will also honor and accept our nature.

Moving out of this state of shame, guilt, fear or self-loathing

is critical in breaking through to courage and higher states

of being. Raising our frequency or vibration does not have to

come at the cost of fixing or eliminating our fascination with

darkness in any of it's forms. It does however, ask us to

become exceedingly mindful and careful with how we

interact or play out those desires and urges. 

There is a difference between unconscious, low-vibe self-

harm with the intention to truly punish ourselves out of hate,

guilt or fear, and the mindful, loving self-harm practices

referenced here.

It's up to us and only us to get honest enough with ourselves

to cut the bullshit and know the difference.

On the next page you'll find a list of proposed safe

masochistic practices. Always use discernment and caution

when considering engaging with any of these. 



masochistic practices 
Before we can master the art of conscious masochism and sustainably

apply it to our lives in a fulfilling manner, we must remember this... 

Pain is an amplifier. 

If you enter into a masochistic practice from a continual state of misery,

you will find the pain self-inflicted only magnifies the pain you felt

within. We must take responsibility to begin addressing our internal

wounds and traumas first, so that we can play with masochism in a way

that magnifies our courage, resiliency and self-love.

Bruising

Burning with Candle

Wax or a Curling Iron

Shallow Cutting on

Stomach or Thighs

Strenuous Exercise

Slapping with

Ruler/Brush/Paddle

Single Day Fasting 

*if with a partner, ensure

they are trustworthy, kind

& loving.

BDSM research can

give you a wide

variety of options if

you're starting out.

If you don't have a

partner though, the

physical options

listed can be

reworked into a solo

sexual situation. 

Sad or Angry Music 

Watch a Sad or

Scary Movie

Write (fictional or

journaling) about the

darkness flooding

through you

Relive Painful

Memories to Heal

and Release them 

Physical Emotional Sexual



Now that you have some ideas as to what a masochistic practice can

look like, let's talk about safety and boundaries, both emotional and

physical. Certain practices will call for different safety measures, limits

and after care protocols. However, all of them should be engaged with

in a certain setting and time-frame. 

The setting and amount of time are up to you, but through creating a

specific container around the experience using the time and setting,

you create a bubble of safety outside of your normal daily routine to

venture into the dark without it bleeding into and consuming your entire

day. Whether that's fifteen minutes in your bedroom or going on an

intense run to angry music for an hour, you can adjust the time and

setting given the day and your desired experience.

This may seem like a rather simple aspect, but it also would be easy to

overlook, and in doing so you risk sinking into a stagnant or low feeling

place for the remainder of your day. The key is to treat this practice as

an act of devotion to yourself. Placing a time frame around the situation

ensures you won't go too far and helps you to bounce back into a

lighter, more relaxed state when you are finished.

If you're one for meditating, I highly recommend trying to incorporate

mediation into the flow of your practice, either at the beginning or the

end. This allows you some quiet space to check in with yourself

internally, release any negative thoughts arising and tap back into that

feeling of constant warmth and love buried within our core.

implementation



Physical safety measures need to be prioritized as well. Aftercare is an

extremely important part of any BDSM relationship, but it is just as

important within a solo masochistic practice. Addressing to any wounds,

cleaning, bandaging, applying proper aids or medications needs to be

just as important as the act itself.

Giving yourself adequate rest after an excessive exercise session, not

taking fasting too far without consideration of your body's need for food

and nutrients, or even simply curling up with a blanket and some

soothing music after bruising or wax-play can all help in re-stabilizing

your body and mind after self-inflicting something painful.

Training your mind and body to bounce back stronger after a

masochistic practice only occurs if we understand that aftercare is as

much a part of the process as the pain itself is. The mental aspect is

also super important. Catching and releasing thoughts that produce

more shame, guilt, anxiety or hate inside your body before or after a

masochistic experience helps to rewire your subconscious beliefs about

deserving safety, your self-worth and lovability. 

Physical or emotional pain in these manners can be therefor, considered

similar to getting a deep tissue massage. While uncomfortable in the

moment, the intention is to deeply relax our body, release tightness,

anxiety and stored emotions within the constrictions our body holds

after years of tension and fear. 

You wouldn't shame yourself for the discomfort experienced during an

intense massage, or even a therapy session for that matter. The same

concept applies here if we learn to navigate this balance, beyond the

judgement society has conditioned us with for generations. 



ready to learn more?
If you're interested in diving deeper

into conscious masochism and

exploring tools aimed to support you

while you turn within to embrace your

unruly masochistic nature, my eBook

Conscious Masochism is available now

at www.rachelleedom.com | $13.00 

want to explore this
together?
The doors to my private one on one

mentoring are now open if you're

desiring compassionate peer

support. We will work together to

gently dig through your feelings of

confusion and shame around

masochism, as I guide you in turning

within to accept and release the

aspects of your nature that hold you

back from living an expansive,

liberated life - balanced within the

dark and the light. Apply now at

www.rachelleedom.com/mentoring 

https://www.rachelleedom.com/product-page/conscious-masochism-ebook
https://www.rachelleedom.com/mentoring
https://www.rachelleedom.com/mentoring

